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Key Responsibilities:

Identify' anaryze and interpret trends or patterns in complex datasets
- Present statistical findings/results in a variety of formats

Help in visualizing the analysis outcomes and help to pen down the interpretations
Perform advanced statistical analysis techniques (Multi-level modeling, Bayesian analysis etc.)Build prediction model for survivar rate with respect to each biomarker

tific presentations
Qualifi cation and Experience:

Required:
Postgraduate,{phD in biostatistics/statistics
Demonstrable experience in advanced statistical analysis.
Experience with statisticar tools such as spss, srATA, pandas (python), R would be a plusKnowledge of tools required frjr advanced statistical analysis tools such as ML-Win, STATA etc.Knowledge of statistical prediction moders would be good. 
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strong analytical and documentation skills with 
_the 

ability to organize, analyze, and disseminateamounts of information with attention to detail unA u..uru.l 
'

D;.ufil"rience 
in data models, data mining, and segmentation iechniques

and how to apply them cn dataset.Emoluments - Commensurate wirh qualifi ciiion6dts

How fo apply: Interested candidates should email their cv,s (detailed)
saltfortificationpgi@gmail.com having'subject titred ,,Application 

for the post of :5:0OPM

Terms and Conditions:
1'The post is purely temporary' Employment will automatically terminate upon completion/termination of,
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ror permanent emplovm"nt on.pcrMER Cr'anaiga.h or principar

2' only shortlisted candidaGs *it b" calllinformed for interview. The date, time and the venue of the interviewwill be informed to the candidate by E_maiVSMS.
3' Any application received after the expiry of vacancy notice will not be entertained.4. No TA/DA will be provided.
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Departmentpf Hematology, pGIMER, Chandigarh
PGIMER' t"Ebtit. In-charge for display of this advertisement on institute website
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